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I. INTRODUCTION
Human activity recognition is one of the most appealing, yet challenging problems of computer vision [1] . Reliable and effective solutions to this problem would be highly useful in many areas, such as behavioral biometrics [2] , contend-based video analysis [3] , security and surveillance [4, 5] . However, current methods to these problems are very limited, and understanding human behavior by computers remains unresolved.
Human activity recognition has been a widely studied topic, but the solutions to this problem that have been submitted to date are very premature and still specific to the dataset at hand. Building a general and effective activity recognition and classification system is a challenging task, due to the various parameters from the environment, objects and activities. Variations in the environment can be caused by cluttered or moving background, camera motion, occlusion, weather and illumination. Variations in the objects are caused by differences in appearance, size or posture of the objects or due to self-motion which is not itself part of the activity. Variations in the activity can make it difficult to recognize semantically equivalent activities. This paper describes a simple and unique representation of activities with ℜ transform as the template, since they are detected and extracted based on the whole image from the video sequence, rather than some parts of the image. This is contrary to the work of Gorelick et al [6] , where a whole image sequence is represented as a space-time shape. Furthermore, the use of dynamic time warping (DTW) computes the distance between the template and the key frame of the subjects, as opposed to the work [6, 7] , where features are matched based on the maximum similarity over a whole video sequence. We provide a comparable result and show the advantages with the state of the art methodologies. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief literature review on DTW-based human activity recognition. Subsequently, we present the details of our method in Section 3, including key frame detection, feature extraction and modeling, activity recognition. After that, we analyze the experiment results with different data and compare them with state-of-the-art methods. In the last section, we draw the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORKS
Approaches for modeling activities can be categorized into three major classes-nonparametric, volumetric, and parametric time-series approaches. Nonparametric approaches, including 2-D templates, 3-D object models and manifold learning methods, typically extract a set of features from each frame of the video. The features are then matched to a stored template. There are two representative methods in 2-D templates methods. Polana and Nelson [8] proposed one of the earliest attempts at activity recognition. In their work, the moving actor can be segmented, normalized spatially and temporally, and recognized by matching against a spatio-temporal template of motion features. It is essentially a three dimensional template, including X, Y and T. Bobick and Davis [9] proposed "temporal templates" as models for activities. Its basis of the representation is a temporal template -a static vector-image where the vector value at each point is a function of the motion properties at the corresponding spatial location in an image sequence.
DTW is a flexible and effective approach based on model to recognize human activity. Kale et al [10] extracted different gait features from the width vector and used the DTW approach for matching. Though the width vectors are simple in extraction and representation, they are less distinctive and effective in representing and recognizing complex activities, such as walking, running, bending, jumping, crouching and fainting.
Chen et al [11] proposed an approach for recognition and matching the human behavior sequence. The key postures in each sequence is represented and normalized for matching. A DTW algorithm is used to perform the alignment between two time series. The postures images are defined as model-based template, so the measure of similarity is difficult and the computational complexity is higher.
Oikonomopoulos et al [12] extracted a set of visual descriptor derived from spatiotemporal salient points and provide local space-time description of the visual activity. These descriptors are inherently translation invariant. Subsequently, a clustering algorithm is used in order to cluster our descriptors across the whole dataset and create a codebook of visual verbs. Then they used DTW to align the sequences in the dataset and structure in time. Though this method is extremely effective for image and video retrieval applications, the procedure of creating codebook is inconvenient to build a system.
Ikizler and Duygulu [13] proposed a pose descriptor named Histogram-of-Oriented-Rectangles (HOR) for representing human activities and using DTW to carry the information from the spatial domain in videos. This descriptor is not sufficiently strong for all activities in test database, so a simple velocity descriptor as a prior to the pose based classification step is incorporated necessarily. Therefore, its recognition in performance is not general for human activities.
In this paper, we introduce the simple pose descriptor, ℜ transform, and DTW distance to representation and recognition. We extract the key frames from each cycle of video sequences and represent their features. Then some of them, termed "gallery", are used to model. The others, termed "probe", are done to test. We present comprehensive results on datasets, and elaborate on certain value choices of the template. We also compare our method with its counterparts and provide the result evaluations of our method.
III. OUR APPROACH
In [14] , Schindler and Gool analyzed the features and rules of human activity and discussed how many frames are necessary in video sequences for effectively recognizing it. They demonstrated that the accuracy of recognition is nearly 90% by single frame over WEIZMANN and KTH datasets. The more information the key frame contains, the higher accurate rate of recognition is obtained. Therefore, we present a method that represents and recognizes human activities based on key frame over Schindler and Gool's work.
Our method contains three parts, including key frame detection, feature extraction and modeling, activity recognition. The flowchart is shown in Fig. 1 .
A. Activity Analysis a. Activity Description
The videos used are taken from activity database shot by Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA). In this database, there are two sets of activities, including single person and two interactive persons. Each of them is screened in 3 visual angles, i.e. horizontal, vertical and angle. The dataset of single person contains 8 classes per angle, including 11 or 16 flips (320×240, 25fps) respectively. All flips are shot outdoors by stationary camera, including 16 persons in 8 types of activities. In our system, the video flips of single person in horizontal view, i.e. walk, run, bend, jump, crouch and faint, are used for experiment, as shown in Fig. 2. 
b. Feature Analysis and Key Frame Extraction
In human motion, we assume that frame number is t, the length of silhouette in horizontal and vertical are w(t) and h(t) respectively, and their ratio is r, so we define it as ( ) ( ) We choose one flip from each class to analyze human activities. In order to do them accurately, we utilize every single cycle from the flips, which is separated by the dashed, as shown in Fig. 3 . From this figure, we can find that the activities i.e. walk, run and bend are periodic obviously, as shown in Fig. 3(a,b,c) . The minima in rs are determined to the separate point in two cycles, and the maximums to the key frame as below As it is variable in jumping, as shown in Fig. 3(d) , its rule is less distinctive than the former three, but the key frames are determined by the maximum of r in each cycle. Though there is only one cycle in the sequences of crouch and faint, the key frames are also determined by the method above.
B. Feature Extraction
We extract and represent activity features by ℜ transform [15, 16] Therefore, ℜ transform is robust to geometry transformation, which is appropriate for activity representation. According to [17] , ℜ transform outperforms other moment based descriptors, such as Invariant moment, Zernike moment and Wavelet moment, on similar but actually different shape sequences, and even in the case of noisy data. After extracting the key frames, we subtract the median background and remove with a median filter by a 3×3 template. A predetermined threshold is used to obtain the binary images. Fig. 4 shows the key frame silhouettes of six activities in the first column, and their respective ℜ transform. The figures in the second column show the difference of each activity. In third column, they are the ℜ transform curves of the key frames in the same sequence. Comparing with six activities, we can conclude that there are many differences. Though the type of walk is similar to run, their gap is more than twice. It can be seen from the third column that the key frame in the same activity is more similar. Moreover, we can take the unique model based on the key frame in each activity for recognition.
After extracting the key frames from the videos, we represent their features with ℜ transform and modeling by the average of ℜ transform. The red curve in the third column is shown in Fig. 4 . The activities in dataset, i.e. walk, run, bend, jump, crouch and faint, are defined by 1 to 6 respectively.
C. Activity Recognition
After modeling, we use DTW as a classifier to measure the similarity. The DTW was proposed by Bellman in the 1950s. Its advantage is that the optimal result can be obtained in low computational complexity, in other words, it is dynamic time warping in matching , so the total distance between A and B is DIST (A,B) , which can be obtained by (3) below.
( 1,1) (1,1)
where (A,B) is, the more similar two sequences are.
D(i,j) is the distance between A(i) and B(j), A(i) is a[1],a[2],…,a[i] and B(j) is b[1],b[2],…,b[j]. The smaller the value of DIST
The shape of ℜ transform is one dimensionality consisting of 180 values. In order to reduce computational cost, we select the points with equal interval as feature to calculate DTW distance. The data is divided into v groups, each of which includes u points, so 
IV. EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment Data
In experiments, the number of key frame in 6 types of activities is shown in Table 1 . Each category is divided into two parts, including modeling and test.
The resultant silhouettes contain holes and intrusions due to imperfect subtraction, shadows and color similarities with the background. To train the activity models, holes, shadows and other noise are removed manually. The synthetic data are taken as ground truth data. The raw data include such cases as disjoint silhouettes, silhouettes with holes and silhouettes with missing parts. Compared with the ground truth data, they are incomplete data.
Shadow and other noises may add an extra part to the human silhouette, and thus induce redundant data.
The incomplete data and redundant data are of low quality, and thus they are used for testing the performance of the ℜ transform. Fig. 6 shows some such examples.
In order to test the robustness of ℜ transform, we select the frame with less feature information rather than the frames shown in Fig. 4 . In other words, we use the frames near the key one to substitute. These artificially generated data are defined as key frame loss data. Fig. 6 shows the ℜ transform of the walking shape in different data case. For the cases of incomplete data and ground truth data, the ℜ transform is similar, but the transform of redundant data varies significantly in the peak of the curve. In fact, ℜ transform is sensitive to the redundant data, which will have negative effect on activity recognition. Table 2 concludes that, in spite of the high similarities between running and walking, misclassifications never occur in the case of key frame loss data and incomplete data. The ℜ transform descriptor captures both boundary and internal content of the shape, so they are more robust to noise, such as internal holes and separated shape. While in the case of silhouette with shadow, the performance of ℜ transform is slightly worse than other cases. This shows that ℜ transform is suitable for the background segmentation methods with low false positive rate but keeping some false negative rate [19] . Generally speaking, low level features based on ℜ transform are effective for recognizing similar activity even in the case of noisy data.
B. Result Analysis
C. Comparison
As shown in Table 3 , our method not only outperforms other three methods, but also has three advantages as follow. Firstly, it has lower computational complexity. The key frames extracted from video sequences are utilized in feature matching, so that it costs less time compared with Chen's work [11] , which matches features in two sequences. Secondly, its representation is simple. Though Oikonomopoulos' work [12] represents activities with a codebook in details, it is more complex and ambiguous than our method using ℜ transform descriptor. Finally, our method is general for [13] uses HOR and velocity to implement it. In general, our method has made significant improvement in many aspects.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have approached the problem of human activity recognition and used a new pose descriptor based on ℜ transform and a similarity measurement based on DTW. Our pose descriptor is simple and effective, since we extract activity features from a human silhouette in the whole image and form a temporal template. We show that, by effective classification of such templates, reliable human activity recognition is possible. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method over the state-of-the-art datasets in activity recognition literature, which is CASIA dataset. Our results are intuitively comparable and even superior to the results presented by the pioneers.
Our experiments show that the human pose encapsulates many useful pieces of information about the activity itself, and therefore one can start with a good pose estimator on a key frame, before going into the details of dynamics. We show how we can obtain efficient activity recognition with the minimum of dynamics information and complex modeling. Result is an intuitive and fast activity recognition system with high accuracy rates, even in challenging conditions. 
Method
Average accuracy (%) Chen et al [11] 85.9 Oikonomopoulos et al [12] 93.0 Ikizler and Duygulu [13] 94.7 Our method 97.8
